
ANSWER KEY – W2 
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1a. Write the opposite verb for each phrase. 

1. arrive / leave  6. Lend / borrow 

2. teach / learn   7. Win / lose 

3. fail / pass   8. Turn off / turn on 

4. push / pull   9. Get / send 

5. mend / break 

 

1b. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the opposite verb in brackets. 

 1. hate    5. find 

 2. start    6. upload 

 3. sell    7. forget 

 4. pick up   8. catch 
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2a. Read the conversations. Label the responses O por optimist or P for pessimist. 

 1. a: Optimist   b: Pessimist  5. a: Optimist   b: Pessimist 

 2. a: Pessimist  b: Optimist  6. a: Pessimist  b: Optimist  

 3. a: Optimist   b: Pessimist  7. a: Optimist   b: Pessimist 

 4. a: Optimist   b: Pessimist  8. a: Pessimist  b: Optimist 

 

2d. Look at the YOU SAY responses again. Are they about the present or the future? 

They are about the future. (They use WILL) 
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6A. a. Write sentences and questions with WILL / WON’T. Use contractions where you can. 

 1. I think they’ll lose the match.  6. You won’t like that book. 

 2. Will the meeting be long?   7. I’m sure she’ll love the present I bought her. 

 3. She won’t get the job.   8. There won’t be a lot of traffic in the morning. 

 4. Will you see him at work later?  9. You’ll find a good job, I’m sure. 

 5. It’ll be impossible to park.   10. Everything will be OK, so there’s no need to worry. 

 

 



6A. b. Complete with will + a verb from the list. 

 1. will be  4. will get 

 2. will like  5. will pass 

 3. will snow 
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2a Write predictions with the words in brackets and will / won’t. 

 2. nobody will buy  5. I’ll finish 

 3. it’ll rain   6. I’ll pass, I won’t get 

 4. You won’t miss  7. Our meeting won’t finish  

 

2b Complete the conversations with a verb from the list and will / won’t. 

 2. won’t win    5. Will, catch, 

 3. ’ll forget   6. won’t find 

 4. ‘ll pass   7. won’t sell 

 

2c Look at the picture write the predictions with the words in brackets 

 2. You’ll have a healthy life.   5. You’ll have a long life. 

 3. You won’t be very rich.   6. You’ll enjoy learning new things. 

 4. You won’t always have the same job. 

 

REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITY 

1. B – ‘ll be   7. K – ‘ll lose 

2. H – won’t understand 8. L – ‘ll get 

3. G – won’t be  9. D – ‘ll wear 

4. I – won’t have  10. F – ‘ll be 

5. A – won’t get  11. C – ‘ll pass  

6. E – ‘ll feel   12. J – ‘ll love 


